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Volitional attention is frequently sub-divided into two
classes. There is that kind of volitional attention which,
initiated by a single act of volition, can be sustained for a long
time; and there is the kind that needs many repeated acts of
volition to carry it on. These are labelled c implicit volitional *
and * explicit volitional' respectively. Thus we may draw up
the following table:
Attention
I
Non-volitional
I 
1
Volitional
i 
I
Enforced
(sustained by
an instinct) 
i
Spontaneous
(sustained by
a sentiment) 
I
Implicit
(single act
of will) 
1
Explicit
(repeated acts
of will) 
We may now profitably consider the question of interest
*3?n~d attention in the school. No one has even doubted that
the pupil must be attentive, but it is only in comparatively
recent times that it has been proclaimed that he must also
be interested. This modern doctrine of interest in education
has been sharply criticized as leading to 'soft pedagogies':
teachers have been told that, by making everything interest-
ing, they are warping the moral fibre of their pupils and failing
to prepare them for serious adult life. But, if we are correct
in our argument that behind all attention there must be
interest, then the critics of the doctrine of interest must be
wrong. The trouble would seem to spring from the habit of
confounding 'interest' with 'amusement* or 'pleasure.' No
one would deny that the dentist's chair is an interesting place,
but few would say that it is pleasant. An object of interest,
let us repeat, is something that matters to us or concerns us.
Pleasantness and unpleasantness are side-issues in the matter,
for a pleasurable feeling comes only as a by-product when
our interests are successfully reaching out toward their goals.
The critics—and probably many teachers themselves—need
to enlarge their conception of what is meant by interest in
education. Interest is an active disposition: it may be an

